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PREFACE
In this thesis, a web-based database system is created for the Soil~ Water, and
Forage Analysis Laboratory at Oklahoma State University to manage test results of over
30,000 various samples and to interpret results to thousands of laboratory users
annually.
HTML web pages are created as front end interfaces for data transfer and
retrieval. The Oracle database manager on a UNIX machine is employed as the
database server. OraPerl is used to implement the CGI programs that interact with the
HTML web pages and the Oracle server. The two major functions of the OraPed
programs are to capture inputs from HTML pages and to send database manipulation
requests to the Oracle server. Data transfer and retrieval are implemented as two
separate web pages with their corresponding CGI programs. The uploading (data
transfer) web page sends ASCII files containing test results to the web server and
invokes the OraPerl program to upload the data from the ASCII files into corresponding
Oracle tables. The uploading OraPerl program identifies the target table by the data
format in an ASCII file, the modifies the input data, if necessary, to fit the data format
of the target tables. In addition to uploading data into Oracle tables, the uploading CGr
program generates reports for each set of test results uploaded. The reports are HTML
documents that provide interpretations and recommendations based on the test results.
The data retrieval web page receives customer identification number, password, then
1lJ
data specification from a user, and invokes the OraPerl program to retrieve data from
the Oracle table. The data retrieval CGI program formats the retrieved data into HTML
documents that are sent back to the requesting browser for a customer either to view or
to download.
This system significantly enhances analysis turnaround time, gIVlng
improvement of three to five days.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The Soil, Water, and Forage Analytical Laboratory (SWFAL) at the Department
of Plant and Soil Sciences, Oklahoma State University is part of the Cooperative
Extension Service in Oklahoma. It perfonns analysis on water quality, soil fertility, and
other water and soil-related tests to provide information to farmers, ranchers, and
government agencies for enhancing agricultural production, minimizing the adverse
impact on the environment, and protecting our natural resources. Conventionally, the
test results are sent to customers by regular mail, so lab users must wait for about one
week to receive their reports. This sometimes causes significant delays in information
transfer. Both the customers and the laboratory managers strongly felt the need for a
more convenient data management system. With the advent of World Wide Web
(WWW) in association with the advancement in the technology of relational database
management systems (RDBMS), it is possible to create a database management system
that renders instant access of the test results to customers. The objective of this project
is to create a set of Oracle tables to store the test results and a web page with its
associated Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs to upload and retrieve data into
and from the Oracle tables.
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The web-page system comprises two sub-components: one for uploading test
results into an Oracle database on a UNIX server, the other for retrieving data from the
Oracle server. Both the uploading and the retrieval components include a CGI program
to access and manipulate the Oracle database and a Hyper Text Markup Language
(HTML) program to receive input information from a user, send the inputs to the CGI
program, and display output sent back by the CGI program. The CGI programs were
implemented in OraPERL, which is an Oracle extension to the conventional Practical
Extraction and Report Language (pERL). Four Oracle tables are created to store data
from soil fertility test, forage test, soil and water salinity and soil texture test,
respectively.
The uploading CGI program is designed to insert data into one table at a time
(program run). Therefore, different tables oftest data are saved in separate American
Standard Code Information Interchange (ASCll) files for uploading. The uploading
program identifies the target table of an uploaded file by the data format in the file.
Besides inserting data into the oracle tables, the uploading program generates reports
for each sample. The reports are HTML files, which are linked to the HTML file
generated by the data-retrieval program. In the data-retrieval program, the target table
from which data are retrieved is identified using the information passed to it from the
HTML page that invokes the CGI program. The data from the database manipulation
are formatted into an HTML program in the CGI program and are sent back to the
browser for display. The main tasks of this project may be summarized as follows:
• Create four Oracle tables on a UNIX server to store test results;
• Design and implement a web page for uploading test results into the database tables;
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• Design and implement a CGI program page for uploading test results into the
database tables, and generating the report for each tested sample;
• Design and implement a web page for retrieving data from the database tables;
• Design and implement a CGI program page for retrieval data from the database
tables.
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter I is introduction. Chapter II
briefly reviews the basic concepts and definitions ofOracle database management
syste~ Structured Query Language (SQL) and PL/SQL, PERL and OraPERL, Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and HTML. Chapter ill gives the detail of
design ofthe SWFAL system. Chapter IV discussed the implementation detail of the
system. Chapter V summarizes the work of this project and projects some future work
that can be done.
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CHAPTERll
Review of tbe Literature
The SWFAL system consists of various computing techniques including Oracle
Database Management System, SQL and PL/SQL, PERL and OraPERL, SGML and
HTML. In this chapter, the author briefly overviews previous research results and the
background information about all the above-mentioned technologies used to develop the
system.
2.1 Oracle Database Management System'
Oracle is the most widely used database in the world. It runs on virtually every
kind of computer, from PCs and Macintoshes, to minicomputers and giant mainframes,
and it functions virtually identically on all these machines [KGLK, 1995]. Oracle is a
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). This concept is an extremely
simple way of thinking and managing the data used in a business. It is nothing more
than a collection oftables of data [RPCC, 1997].
A database model is a set ofdefinitions describing how real-world data are
conceptually represented as information in the computer. The relational model collects
related information in a set of tables. A table either contains the attributes of an entity
or the relationship between entities. This relational model used obeys in Oracle three
relational rules offirst normal form [RPCC, 1997]:
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1. First normal form rule: a table must have no multi-valued columns.
2. Access rows by content only rule: we can only retrieve rows/columns by their
content, and there is no order defined for the rows or columns.
3. The uniqueness rule: two rows in a table cannot be identical in all column values at
once.
All RDBMS operations and SQL operators are built on the relational algebra
theory that defines the set operations of union, intersection, difference, and product, as
wen as the native relational operations are project, select, join, and division. In Oracle,
database structures are well-defined objects represented as tablespace and other schema
objects that store the data ofa database. Tablespace is the logical representation of the
storage structure in an Oracle database. To some extent, a tablespace in an Oracle
database system is analogous to the disk in an operating system. Physically, a
tablespace usually consists or points to one or more operating system files. Inside
Oracle, tablespaces are used to store Oracle objects, like tables, views, etc. The
database operations ofOracle are actions to manipulate the data and their structures.
The first major schema object in ORACLE is tablespace; a database is divided
into logical storage units called tablespace. A tablespace is used to group related logical
structure together. Tablespaces commonly group all objects of an application to
simplify certain administrative operations.
Figure 1 illustrates that each Oracle database is divided logically into one or
more tablespaces. One or more data files are created explicitly for each tablespace to
store the data of all logical structures in a tablespace physically. The combined size of a
tablespace's data files is the total storage capacity of the tablespace (SYSTEM has 2M
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while USERS has 4M). The combined storage capacity ofa database's tablespaces is
the total storage capacity of the database (6M as shown >in Figure 1).
The second major schema object in Oracle is table, the basic unit of data storage
in Oracle. The tables of a database hold all of the user-accessible data. Each table is
defined with a table name and set ofcolumns. Each column is given a column name, a
data type, and a width. Once a table is created, valid rows ofdata can be inserted into.
it. The table's rows can then be queried, deleted, or llpdated.
SYSTEM TABLESPACE
datafile1 (2MB)
disk drive 1
Figure 1. Tablespaces in Oracle
USERS TABLESPACE
datafile 3 (2MB)
disk drive 2
The third major schema object in Oracle is view, a customized presentation of
the data in one or more tables. Views do not actually contain or store data. They derive
their data from the tables on which they are based, referred to as the base tables. Like
tables, views can be queried, updated, inserted into, and deleted from, but with some
restrictions. All operations performed on a view actually affect the base tables ofthe
vIew.
The view provides an additional level of table security by restricting access to a
predetermined set of rows and columns of table. For instance, a view of table can be
created so that the columns with sensitive data, such as SSN, are not included in the
definition of the view. The view can hide data complexity. For example, a single view
can be used to create a join, which is a display of related columns or rows in multiple
tables. However, the view hides the fact that this data actually originates from several
tables. Therefore the view can simplify commands for user, present the data in a
different perspective from that ofthe base table, and store complex queries.
The fourth major schema object in Oracle is sequence; a sequence generates a
serial list ofunique numbers within a single numeric column ofa database's tables.
Sequences simplify application programming by automatically generating unique
numerical "labels" for the rows oftables.
The fifth major schema object in Oracle is procedure or function, a set of SQL
and PL/SQL statements grouped together as an executable unit to perform a specific
task. ORACLE was the first company to release a product that used the SQL [DC,
1998]. Procedures and functions allow user to combine the simplicity and flexibility of
SQL with the procedural functionality of a structured programming language. Using
PUSQL, such procedures and functions can be defined and stored in the database for
reuse.
The sixth major schema object in Oracle is package, a method of encapsulating
and storing related procedures, functions, and other package constructs together as a
unit in the database. Packages provide database administrator or developer
organizational benefits, as well as increased functionality and database performance.
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The more detail about procedure/function/package will be discussed in next "SQL and
PLlSQL II section.
The other major schema objects in Oracle are synonym, index, and cluster.
The synonym is an alias for a table, view, sequence, or program unit. The index and
cluster are optional structures associated with tables, which can be created to enhance
the performance of data retrieval.
The data types in Oracle are listed below.
• CHAR: stores fixed length character strings.
• VARCHAR2: stores variable-length character strings.
• NUMBER: stores fixed and floating-point numbers.
• DATE: stores point-in-time values in a table.
• ROWID: unique ROWID corresponds to the physical address ofa row's row
piece. (row piece is unique identifier for rows in a given table.)
• LONG: store variable-length character data containing up to 2 GB
• RAW and LONG RAW: for data that is not to be interpreted by ORACLE.
Intended for binary data or byte strings.
2.2 Structured Query Language (SQL) and PL/SQL
SQL is the standard language used to communicate with a relational database.
Industry accepted SQL standard, first introduced by the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) in 1986, current SQL92 by ANSI and the International Standard
Organization (ISO), new standard SQL3 with enhancements in object-oriented data
management is undergoing review now [B~ 1998]. Practically, there are numerous
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SQL implementations that are released by various vendors, and SQL is portable to ,aU
RDBMS systems.
SQL is a very simple, yet powerful database access language, it is a non-
procedural and interpretive language. With SQL, the user specifies what information is
needed. and the system determines how to retrieve it. Languages such as these are
referred to as Fourth Generation Languages. Using SQL in Oracle, we can create tables
in the database, store information in tables, select exactly the iJ1..formation needed from
database, make changes to data and the structure ofunderlying tables, and combine and
calculate data to generate the information needed [KGLK., 1995].
Oracle SQL commands have six classes as below [DCDH, 1997].
J. Data Manipulation Language statements (DML): select, from, where.
2. Data Definition Language statements (DDL): create table. drop table, alter table,
create view etc.
3. Transaction Control statements
4. Session Control statements
5. System Control statements
6. Embedded SQL statements
There are several ways to access and manipulate database objects in Oracle.
Figure 2 shows SQL, PL/SQL, OCI, Pro*C and OraPERL [CGOCGC, 1997]. Although
some Oracle tools (PL/SQL, Pro*C, OraPERL) and applications simplify or mask the
use of SQL, all database operations are performed using SQL.
Oracle SQL has many extensions to the ANSI/ISO standard SQL language~ one
of them is PL/SQL, Procedural Language extension of SQL. PL/SQL is an application
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development language. While SQL is the basic data access language in Oracle that all
other Oracle products and tools use, including PUSQL engine. PUSQL allows all the
DML statements, cursor operations and the transaction processing statement in SQL.
PUSQL is a superset of SQL, allowing one to specify both what to do and how to do it.
Low
flexibility and
capability of
database
objects
control
High
SQL
/
PTQL
Oracle Call Interface (OCI)
L ~RL
High
ease and
simplicity of
programrnmg
Low
Figure 2. SQL, PUSQL, OCI, Pro*C and OraPERL in Oracle.
PLlSQL has all procedural language features. The Advantages ofPL/SQL are:
1. PL/SQL improves performance of database management because it's code is stored
and shared in an RDBMS server.
2. PL/SQL enhances productivity since it allows modularity and software reuse.
3. PL/SQL has portability because it is across all Oracle platforms.
4. PLlSQL has "seamless" integration with the RDBMS server through the procedural
option:
• Oracle allows several other options
• Distributed and parallel servers, paraUel query, context server, media server,
web server.
to
The architecture of the PUSQL "Engine" is described in Figure 3 [CGOGGC,
1997]. There are three sections, DECLARE, EXECUTABLE and EXCEPTIO , to a
PUSQL block, the EXECUTABLE section is mandatory, the other two are optionaL
The first section is DECLARE, which contains variables, cursors, and constants. The
second section is called EXECUTABLE, which contains the actual code (conditions
and SQL statements) that the block executes. This is the only part of the block that
must always be present. The third section is EXCEPTION, which is for handling
runtime errors and warnings.
Host Program
Host Language
PLlSQLBLOCK
DECLARE
Procedure
Procedure
BEGIN
Procedure
SQL
Procedure
SQL
Procedure
SQL
END;
I Host Language
Host Language
Oracle ROBMS
~ /'
PLlSQL Engine
PLlSQLBLOCK
DECLARE
Procedure .. Procedural..
Procedure Language
BEGIN StatementProcedure ...... ExecutorSQL
Procedure ...
SQL
END' I,
"
I SQL Statement Executor I~
Figure 3. Architecture of the PL/SQL "Engine".
The types of program units in PLlSQL are the PLlSQL Block, Stored
Procedures, Stored Functions and Stored Packages. The PLlSQL Block is an unnamed
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PUSQL procedure that groups SQL statements and PUSQL con bucts into a single
program unit. The Stored Procedures means a PUSQL block stored in the database and
called by name from applications. The Stored Functions is identical to procedures
except functions always return a single value to the caller while procedures do not. The
Stored Packages is called a method to encapsulate and store related procedures,
functions, variables, and other package constructs together as a unit in the database
[KGL~ 1995].
2.3 Practical Extraction and Report Language (PERL) and OraPERL
PERL, Practical Extraction and Report Language, was originally created by
Larry Wall in 1987 as a utilitarian scripting tool mainly for string manipulations
[WLSR, 1991, EW, 1999]. Over the years, it has evolved into a sophisticated
programming language capable of implementing object-oriented programming
[SESSPN, 1999]. One ofthe greatest expansions of PERL is the addition of database-
accessing functions. With over one million users worldwide, PERL has become the frrst
choice of most Unix CGI scripts for WWW development, text processing, and Internet
services [lUSR, 1998].
The database access functions were organized into PERL packages and added
to the PERL system as modules, classes, and library files. Packages in PERL are
declarations to partition global namespaces. The package names are added to global
identifiers as prefix during compilation. The effect of a package declaration is
terminated by a subsequent package statement or the end ofthe current scope, such as
the end of a file. A module in PERL is a package defined in a file whose name is the
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same as the package. The required file extension for a PERL module is ".pm". A
PERL class is indeed a module that contains a special subroutine to create object. A
library file contains a collection of loosely related functions designed for use by other
programs. It lacks the, rigorous semantics ofa PERL module and has".pI" the file name
extension. The use statement followed by a module or file name makes the functions
defined in the module or file available to a program.
PERL's database interfacing modules are organized into two groups: one is the
database interface (OBI) group and the other is the database driver (DBD) group. DBI
is a generic interface for many databases, which means that one can write a script that
works with many different database engines without change. A DBD is defined for an
individual database system and is usually developed by vendors of the database system.
To use PERL program to access a database system, one must secure the database driver
and installed into the PERL system.
OraPERL is an extension ofPERL, which is PERL with built-in functions to
access Oracle database using a PERL script. OraPERL is built by extending the PERL
Interpreter through the sub-functions ofuser information, and built on top of the Oracle
Call Interface (OCI) Driver Layer (see Figure 2). OCI itself is a client side program
consisting of a library ofC language routines to allow C (or other third generation
language) programs to send SQL statements to a DBMS. OraPERL is also public
domain software. The synopsis of major built-in functions and variables in OraPERL
are described as below.
The main functions for database accesses are following [pC, 1995].
• $/da = &ora_login($system_id, name, password): Logs into the pecified
database with the system ill, username and password given. Default for Ssystem is
SENV{'ORACLE_SID'}. Returns an $lda for use with &ora_openO.
• $csr = &ora_open($lda, $stmt (, $caohej): Associates the given an SQL statement
with the database identified by $csr. Executes it if it contains no substitution
variables. Creates a fetched row cache ofgiven size (default $ora_cache). Returns
a $csr for use with &oraJetchO.
• &ora_bind($csr, $var, ...): Ifa SQL statement contains substitution variable,
&ora_bindO is used to assign the actual value to them. This function binds the
given values to the substitution variables in the SQL statement associated with Scsr,
and executes the resulting statement.
• $n = &oraJetch($csr [, $truncJ): This function is used in conjunction with a SQL
SELECT statement to retrieve information from a database. It takes one mandatory
parameter, a statement identifier (obtained from &ora_openO). It returns the
number of fields available from the query.
• @t:zry = &oraJetch ($csr[, $trunc}): Retrieves the (next) output data from the
statement identified by $csr. LONG data may be truncated if$trunc is non-zero.
• &ora_close($csr): Releases the cursor identified by $csr.
• &ora_logo.ff($lda): Logs out of the database identified by $/da.
• &ora_do($lda, $stmt): Equivalent to &ora_close(&ora_open( ... )).
OraPERL provides seven special variables; three of them are used to dictate the
behavior of Oracle under certain conditions [OC, 1997]:
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• Sora_cache: This variable determines the default cache size used by the
&ora_open() function for SELECT statements if an explicit cache size is not given.
• Sora_long Normally, OraPERL interrogates the database to determine the length of
each field and allocates buffer space accordingly. This is not possible for fields of
LONG or LONGRAW. To allocate space according to the maximum possible
length (65535 bytes) would obviously be extremely wasteful of memory. Therefore,
when &ora_openO determines that a field is a LONG type, it allocates the amount
of space indicated by the Sora_long variable. This is initially set to 80 (for
compatibility with OraPERL products) but may be set within a program to whatever
size is required.
• Sora_trunc: Since OraPERL cannot determine exactly the maximum length of a
LONG field, it is possible that the length indicated by Sora_long is not sufficient to
store the data fetched. In such a case, the optional second parameter to
&oraJetchO indicates whether the truncation should be allowed or should provoke
an error. If this second parameter is not specified, the value of $ora_trunc is used as
a default. This only applies to LONG and LONGRAW data types. Truncation of a
field of any other type is always considered an error.
Generally, with these functions and modules, establishment a connection to a
database system with PERL need through five steps:
1. Create a database handle;
2. Setup a statement handle;
3. Catch the feed back or query reset the statement handle;
4. Free statement handle;
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5. Free database handle.
2.4 Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and Hyper Text Markup
Language (HTML)
The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is an international
standard for defining document structure [ISO 8879, 1986]. Since its adoption in 1986,
it has gained widespread acceptance by industry, government, and independent agencies
[SGML' 94 Conference Proceedings, 1994], and it has entered the mainstream of
business computing; Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, and Interleafnow have facilities to
import and export SGML [RRCG, 1994].
There are two features that distinguish SGML from other test processing
systems:
• It is based on descriptive markup that separates the logical components of the
document as opposed to procedural markup that defines the physical appearance of
the document.
• It is a meta-language system for document definition rather than a specific markup
scheme for document processing.
Almost any kind of document structure can be defined using SGML
[MRGKHG,1997]. The structure of an SGML-coded document, and details of optional
SGML features used in its preparation, are formally defined in a set of markup
declarations that form a document type definition (DID). These markup declarations
describe a set of markup instructions, known as tags, which can be used to identify the
start or end of the logical elements of the text. The start of each element is marked by a
start-tag; an end-tag is normally used to indicate where the element ends.
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Where necessary SGML markup tags can be qualified by attributes. Attributes
are used within SGML to [BM, j998J:
• identify specific tags uniquely;
• cross-refer to elements identified by unique identifiers;
• recall externally stored data;
• indicate the role of an associated element.
Attributes can also allow users to control the way in which text is presented to readers.
SGML also provides ways of declaring short cuts to document markup. The
amount of markup that needs to be entered or transmitted can be reduced by [BM,
1998]:
• omitting markup tags that can be implied by the use of other tags;
• using special short forms of tags;
• using shorthand references to identify entities that contain markup tags.
These techniques make it possible to reduce to a minimum the amount of markup
required in an SGML-coded file.
Users of SGML systems may hardly notice the difference between their existing
word processors and SGML-based programs. Both may use the same sequences of key
or button depression to enter and format the text. The main difference will be that the
set of tags/buttons that are permitted/active at a particular point in an SGML document
will be restricted to the set that is defined for the containing element in the document
type definition. This will mean, for example, that it will no longer be possible to place a
third-level heading directly under a first-level heading if the document type definition
requires there to be an intervening second-level heading.
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Word processors can import and fonnat SGML-cQded documents ifthey have a
program that is capable ofconverting SGML markup into a fonn that can be understood
by the formatting program used by the word processor. For generalized SGML
documents this can be a difficult process. There is, however, one particular application
ofSGML that is specifically designed to mark it as easy as possible to convert word-
processed text into and out of SGML: the HyperText Markup Language (H.TML) used
ontheWWW.
When Tim Berners-Lee created,the first HTML browser at CERN, he was not
designing an SGML system. Initially, he wanted a mechanism that would describe the
processes going on within his browser in a form that could be safely transmitted over
the Internet. As the SGML developers had found, the safest code set for the
transmission of information between computer systems is that defined in ISO 646,
which formally defines an International Reference Version (IRY) of the code set
originally created by the ANSI as the ASCn. To delimit his markup instructions from
the text Tim chose the same delimiters as SGML, the characters <and>. His initial
markup instruction set included things like and of paragraph <p>, italic <I> and bold
<B>. To end italic and bold text strings Berners-Lee chose to use end delimiters of the
same form as SGML, </I> and <IB> [BM, 1998].
While at first glance this initial coding scheme looked like SGML, it was
apparent to those who knew SGML that there were fundamental differences between
the concepts behind HTML and those behind SGML. In particular, the role ofthe <p>
tag was fundamentally different. In HTML this tag initially only indicated the point at
which a paragraph end was required. In SGML this tag indicates the start ofa
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paragraph, with a matching <!P> tag identifying the end of the paragraph, where the
actual paragraph break occurs [BM, 1998].
Another fundamental difference was that HTML originally had no control on
when one should switch bold and italic on and off. As with many word processors,
there was nothing to stop users from switching on bold in the middle of one paragraph
and then switching on italic at the next. In such cases the first part of the second
paragraph would be presented in italic. Ifbold was then switched off the text would
continue to be presented in italic until a command to switch off italic was received.
The problem with this approach is that user could not be sure that all HTML
document browsers would work in exactly the same way. Some might choose to
automatically switch bold and italic offwhen they started a new paragraph. This led to
the same document providing different results in different browsers.
The philosophical differences between HTML and SGML were resolved with
Version 2.0 ofHfML, when it was decided to use an SGML document type declaration
to formalize HTML so that restrictions could be placed on where each ofthe HTML
elements could be started and ended. The formal definition made it clear that it was no
longer permissible to end. The formal definition made it clear that it was no longer
permissible to extend formatting instructions over paragraph boundaries. It also
introduced logic equivalents for formatting-related instructions. For example, emphasis
«EM» was introduced to replace italic «I» and <STRONG> was introduced to
replace bold «B» [BM, 1998].
HTML is not as well controlled structurally as most SGML document type
definitions. It is still more presentation-oriented than structurally ordered. Version 3.2
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of the standard, which was formally agfeed in January 1997, introduced some additional
structural elements, including one that can be used to arbitrarily group sets of elements.
It is likely that the trend of introducing a greater range of logical elements will develop
over time [W3C, 1997].
HTML is very easy to map word-processing software. At its simplest level it
can be looked at as an SGML representation ofRich Text Format (RTF). HTML is an
ideal way ofgetting users of existing word processors to start to use generic markup
tags because it can be introduced into existing word processors with very few changes
to existing document creation processes.
HTML is an evolving language, and each new version is given a number. The
versions ofHTML include:
• HTML 2.0 (1994) had most of the elements we know and love, but missed some of
the Netscape/Microsoft extension, and did not support tables, or ALIGN attributes
[W3C, 1997].
• HTML 3 (late 1995) was an ambitious effort on the part ofDave Raggett to upgrade
the features and utility ofHTML. However, it was never completed or
implemented, although many features were'ntegrated in the next "official" version
ofHTML, known as HTML 3.2 [GI, 1998].
• HTML 3.2 (June, 1996) was the next official version, integrating support for
TABLES, image, heading and other element ALIGN attributes, and a few other
finicky details. HTML 3.2 is the current "universal" dialect: essentially all browsers
understand HTML 3.2. IT, however, missed some of the NetscapelMicrosoft
extensions, such as FRAMEs, EMBED and APPLET [W3C, 1997, NB, 1998].
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• HTML 4.0 (Dec.,1997) is the current official standard. It includes support for most
of the proprietary extensions. It also support extra features (Internationalized
documents, support for Cascading Style Sheets, extra TABLE, FORM, and Java
Script enhancements), that are not universally supported [W3C, 1997, NB, 1998].
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CHAPTER ill
Design
This chapter deals with the design issues ofthe SWFAL system. The chapter
starts with the overall design ofthe system, then includes design ofthe specific modules
of the system. In the end of this chapter, the security of this system is discussed.
3.1 Overall SWFAL System Design
On a traditional network, using Microsoft Networking or Novell NetWare, the
server knows which clients are logged in and connected at all times. This knowledge
can be passed on to applications running on the server, so it can provide data caching
and other services to that client as required [HJSR, 1998].
In the context ofa desktop database application, the following diagram (Figure
4) broadly demonstrates how the persistent connection between the client and server
makes it possible to provide cached dynamic and updateable record sets on the client.
SWFAL system is a web-page system. The client has suitable software
(Common Gateway Interface: CGI) installed to negotiate with the data service software
component (Oracle manager) on the server on an ongoing basis, through a connection to
a particular data store on the server. The server's data service software provides all or
part of the resuhs to the client where it is cached locally, and the interface can then
display the relevant data. The client cache is automatically filled working with the data.
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Client ....~-,,-
0 Oracle..
Interface .. manager
..
..
I
Results ~ -
-Local Data
Cache Updates Oracle DB
'-. .....:.
Figure 4. The client - server environment in the SWFAL system.
The client software can also pass data uploads to the Oracle manager on the server, and
instruct it to update the original data. The flow chart of systems from the client to the
server and back can be depicted shown in Figure 5.
3.2 Oracle Database Tables Design
The data collection for SWFAL project was analyzed and then database
normalization techniques were used to design the database schema so as to avoid any
replication and ensure data integrity.
The creation of tables for the project can be divided by four objects, which are
fertility, water & salinity, forage, and texture tables. The name and attributes of each
table are listed in the following.
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Table Name
swtal fert
(fertility table)
Attrib
TOMER NlJMBER.:.• I
SAMPLE MBER; CROP; YIELD; REPORT DATE; 1
~
pH; BI; top_N; sub_N; P; K;; Ca;fg~Fe; Zn; B. f
t~
LAB.NUlvffiER; LOGIN DATE; CU TOhtfER NUt mER;
swfat sali SMvIPLE NUMBER; REPORT DATE; TEST; pH' EC;
(salinity and water TEXTURE; Na; K; Ca; Mg; NO); Cl; SOot' -03; HeG]; B;
quality table) TSS; PAR; SAR; EPP; ESP.
LAB.NU1VffiER; LOGIN DATE; ell
swfal fora
(torage table)
swfal text
(texture table)
SA.MPLE NU1vIBER; CROP; REPORT DATE; ITRAT;
ADF; NDF; MOISTURE; PROT IN; TDN; IErvL
NELACT; NEGAIN.
LAB.NUMBER; LOGIN DATE; CUSTOJvlliR NUJvtBER;
SAMPLE NUMBER; REPORT DATE; TEXTURE;
SAND; eLAY; SILT.
Table 1. Attributes ofSWFAL tables.
3.3 CGI Interface Design
The SWFAL system uses popular browsers as a front end to provide interaction
between the system and user. User inputs are accepted using HTML forms. These
inputs are then passed on to the web server using Internet as medium for data transfer.
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The web server then uses CGI protocol to relate these user inputs to programs that will
query the Oracle database and perform calculations. FinaUYt CGI protocols are used to
transfer the results of the calculations (report) back to the user. The output is displayed
in the browser in various formats. The flow chart ofCGI interfaces in SWFAL system
is shown in Figure 6.
Functionality requirement of CGI program for upload data
1. Read input file from the form in html file that is invoked by this program.
2. Add the information ofdata file into Oracle tables.
3. Handle file, which is the message ofupload successful or failed, upload from
browser.
4. Generate four type reports according to input datil file:
a. distinguish four report title names according to the uploading me.
b. get deferent user information for each sample from input.
c. print out the corresponding table's item names and values, which is the testing
result part ofreport.
d. calculate and print out the interpretation and requirement part ofreport.
Functionality requirement CGI program for retrieval data
1. Get the information from the form in htmJ file that is invoked by this program.
2. Add the host and user names ofa visitor to the log file.
3. Get the database records according to the fonn information.
4. Error handle: when there is an error, print the error message and exit this program.
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Figure 5. Overall of the SWFAL system
Password File name
t t
Upload.html invoke I Upload.pl
•
upload data
•
read in: Fertility.txt
Forage.txt
Salin.txt
Texture.txt
Password Customer No.
..
Oracle
Server
L...
....
..
~
'--
--..
-
Oracle database
--
Figure 6. The relation chart of CGI interface objects in SWFAL system
-3.4 Web-page Design
User interface design deals with designing HTML forms and tables, which are
easy to use and provide maximum interactivity with the user. Care is taken to perform
maximum data validation at the client end so as to reduce the dependence on the server.
The forms designed for accepting the user inputs as follows:
Upload data web page
• Requested user input: Password, File name;
• Functional icon: Upload the file, Reset values;
• Functionality requirement:
1. When upload file successful, show the "File Transfer" page, which includes file
name, file size, location, local time, and the line(s) this file in the Oracle table.
2. The "File Transfer" page has "go back" and "new search" icons that help user to do
new upload.
3. Ifupload file failed, show the error message.
Retrieval data web-page
• User input (requested): Password, Customer Number;
• Data type input (multiple choices): All the data; One sample number;
• Table specification (multiple choices): User defined from ... to; Most recent day;
Most recent 2 days; Most recent 3 days;
• Functional icon: Start search, Reset values;
• Functionality requirement:
1. When retrieval data successful, show the "record" page, which lists all records of
user selected type in Oracle database.
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2. The all records listed in record page links all the corresponding types of reports,
user can treat the Lab # as a functional icon that will go to the '~eport" page.
3. The "record" page has "go back" and "new search" icons that help user to do new
retrieval.
4. The "record" page has a "spread sheet" icon that shows the spread sheet format of
records.
5. The "record" page has an "interpretation" icon that links the other interfaces focus
on the interpretations and nutrients needed.
6. Ifretrieval data failed, show the error message.
3.5 Security Design
The current application is quite robust and secure from network hackers, it relies
on the security provided by the UNIX system and Oracle Database Security features to
protect its data storage. On the accessing web page, the password file provides the
security. Every time, when users uploading or accessing, the web page asks the
passwords of users, only if it matches on a string in the password file, the next operation
will take place, otherwise, a wrong password message will show up.
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CHAPTER IV
Implementation
This chapter deals with the implement details of the SWFAL system. The
chapter starts with implement Oracle data management, then includes the implement of
CGI interface and web page.
4.1 Oracle Data Management
4.1.1 Creating Tablespaces
Oracle stores table data and other database management related data in data
fIles. A tablespace is a group of disk files containing logically related database objects.
For this project, an independent tablespace called SWFAL is created using the
following SQL code.
CREATE TABLESPACE SOILSID
DATAFILE: /usrfDISK4/oracle/soilsidl.dbfSIZE 50M ONLINE
4.1.2 Creating Tables
Oracle stores the data in the form of tables. The tables for the SWFAL are
created using SQL scripts. An example of which is below:
CREATE TABLE swfal fert
sLabNum char(IO) NOT NULL,
sLogindate char(lO), NOT NULL,
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sCustomNum char(10), NOT NULL,
sSampleNum char(IO), NOT NULL,
sCrop char(IO), NOT NULL,
sYield char(lO),
sYield char(lO),
sReportDate char(10),
sPH char(lO),
sBI char(lO),
stop_N char(lO),
ssub_N char(lO),
sP char(10),
sK char(lO),
sS char(lO),
sCa char(lO),
sMg char(lO),
sFe char(lO),
sZn char(10),
sB char(10)
Name ofthe table to be created is followed by the key words CREATE TABLE.
The columns in the table are specified with the name of the column, the data type of the
column along with the maximum precision for the column and the keyword NULL or
NOT NULL, indicating whether the particular column is allowed to hold a null value or
not.
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The PRlMARY KEY keyword specifies which columns in the table uniquely
identify a particular row in the table. Even ifa table does not have a primary key, an
index can be created on the table so as to make the data retrieval from the table faster.
Storage parameters for ignored in the above example, in which case Oracle uses
its default storage characteristics.
4.2 CGI Interface
The implementation ofeGI interface includes two programs - upload.pl and
result.pl. To meet the functionality requirement upload.pl will invoke the upload file
web page and generate the '~ile Transfer" page and the corresponding report html form.
Also, result.pl will invoke the "dbresu!t" web page and generate the "records" page,
which links report page, "spread sheet" page, and "interpretation" page.
4.2.1 Structure of upload.pl
The general structure ofupload.pi is showed in Figure 7, the detail of generate
report part is showed from Figure 8-1 to Figure 8-8, because it is more complex.
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Start
Initialize parameters needed by this program
Read input
from web
Call sysreadO
printO
foreachO
Handle upload file:
Show upload successful message
Or upload failed message
all show_upload_success($write_file)
show_upload_failed($write_file)
allAdd the information into database _ GetTableNameByDataLenth($fi lename)
Generate the report:
1. get deferent report titles according to the number
of item in uploading file.
2. get user info. (name, address etc.) for each sample.
3. print out the html forms of four report heads ( titles
and user info.).
4. print out the html forms of four tables contents.
5. calculate and print out the comments part of
Forage Analysis Report.
6. calculate and print out the interpretation and
requirement part of Water Quality Report.
7. calculate and print out the interpretation and
requirement part of Soil Test Report.
End
Figure 7. The general flow chart of upload.pI
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Put input file data in array
$sEachLine (@FileData) START
~-----~~( END)
No
Put input address file in array
$sEach LineAddress (@Address)
Yes
Set address info. into each variable
Figure 8-1. The detailed flow chart of generate report.
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Set the output (html fonn) web path
and put file name in
array$sltem(@aEachLine)
es
Print Fertilty
test results
No
Figure 8-2. The detailed flow chart ofgenerate report (continued).
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Print the
comments part of
Forage Analyst
Report
Print the
interpretation and
requirement part of
Water Quality
Report
Set the hash table
with $sCrop and
$CropNarne
I
I
I
I
1--------------
Where the
detailed flow
chart in
below from
Fig. 8-3 to
. Fig. 8-8.
" ~----
Figure 8-3. The detailed flow chart ofgenerate report (continued).
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Put the interpretation tile
ph.txt in $sEachdata (@Data)
Yes
No
Get proper pH
suggestion
Get proper pH
suggestion
Get proper pH
suggestion
Figure 8-4. The detailed flow chart of generate report (continued).
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Put the interpretation file
N.txt in $sEachdata (@Data)
Split
interpretation
array into 13
variables;
Calculate
proper
Nitrogen
value $N;
Compare test
value $sN
with $N
Yes
Split ...
Calculate ..
Compare ..
Split ..
Calculate ..
Compare .. Split ..
Calculate ..
Compare ..
No
Figure 8-5. The detailed flow chart of generate report (continued).
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Put the interpretation file
Ph.txt in $sEachdata (@Data)
Split
interpretation
array into 13
variables;
Calculate the
proper
Phosphorus
value$sPO;
Compare test
value SsP
with $sPO;
Give $sPO = $sPO-$sP
And string $sPer
Figure 8-6. The detailed flow chart of generate report (continued).
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Put the interpretation file
Po.txt Tn $sEachdata (@Data)
Split
interpretation
array into 13
variables;
Calculate the
proper
Phosphorus
value $sKO;
Compare test
value $sK
with $sKO;
Give $sKO = $sKO-$sK
I And string $sPerce
Figure 8-7. The detailed flow chart ofgenerate report (continued).
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Gives S
suggestion
Give
Ca
Give
Fe
Give
Zn
Print out the htm l form of Recom mendation part
Where join with Figure 8-3
Figure 8-8. The detailed flow chart ofgenerate report (continued).
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4.2.2 Structure of result. pi
The structure of result.pl is showed in Figure 9, and it invoke the html form is
show in below the Figure 9.
START
Get info from the fonn
in the html invoked
Add Host and User names
ofa visitor to the log file
Print the navigation buttons on the
left side ofthe screen and the banner
Get the DB records
according to the form info.
all sDateToNUmberO
convert the date to a number
fGetRecentDaysO
get recent days in the DB
Check if a number is in an array
Where there is an error, print the
error message and exit this program
END
Figure 9. The general flow chart ofresult.pI
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The HTML structure
<HTML>
<HEAD><lHEAD>
<BODY>
<fABLE 1>
result.pl
Navigation buttons
SWFAL banner
Result
<table 1 1>
<FORM>
<fABLE 1 1 1>
Type radio box
</TABLE>
</FORM>
<table 1 1 2>
Input values
<fABLE 1_1_2_1>
from to user defmed days
</TABLE>
</table>
</table>
</TABLE>
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<table 2>
Database data
</table>
</BODY>
<IHTMI>
4.3 Web page
4.3.1 Web page of uploading data file
When user type the web sit ofhttp://silt.agr.okstate.edu/JackWulswfaVupload.html, the
File upload web page will showed. as Figure 10.
laD Info
Test Benefits
Service & Price
Fact Sheets
File Upload
o,r Bloro.o1t Internet 1!::KJI~orer 3.0.
1'0 1QI~o." • :rUe throul9' the WW, :t~ out the :tOEa lIe~_1
Punrurd:L
FileName:
BrcnMe•••
Reset valuu
Done
Figure 10. The "file upload" web page.
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When you click the "Browse" icon, the File Upload window will show up as Figure 11.
1eIt2OO162.del
Ied202!l.dat
Iert2l12!l31l.dM
.ert20349!i.dM
.ert2l15385.Ul
fert2D729-4.dM
fert2118161..cW:
fert20874l.dat
fora20533lLdel
• 'Dfa205336.b11
for&2OlM01.dII1
•
Fia_ Ifert2lDDl.de1
FiIIc"MI8' I;,AI.;;.;.;F1et.;;.;.:,(,,~.1:..- -="=.J
10 1IJP~oali a rUe through the ... , 1:~ out the ro.. lIe~OIr:
Pasnrunl: •• t.tL.... ~ _
IA:\tert20000B.dat
FileName:
or lI1oro.a1:t Internet Z>QI~orer :5. O.
Figure 11. The "file upload" web page with file upload window.
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When user finish opening the uploading file, filling the correct password, and
clicking the ''Upload the File" icon, the "File Transfer' web page will show up as
Figure 12.
Lab Info
Test Benefits
service & Price
Fact sheets
File Transfer
Re.ate PLLe Ka.e: A:\ter~ZOOOOB.dat
.~e ..-e : ter~20000B.dat
Looation : . /
:r~e Size : 99
LooaL Tt.e: Oct 2B 21:19
Dane
Figure 12. The "File Transfer" web page.
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4.3.2 Web page for retrieval data
When user type the web sit ofhttp://silt.agr.okstate.edu/JackWu/swfalldbresulr.html,
the "dbresult" web page will showed as Figure 1O.
Most recent day
2 Most receDt day.
3 Most receJd day.
~i P••nrord: I.:......•
Test Benefits Service" Price Fact Sheets
Dane
Start search I Reset values
Type Co: Ferti1iI:y 0 Salinity & Water n Forage r Testure
Co: AD dae data
(":. One sample DllmlJer: I====--===.l
o U.er defined day:
frOJll
Customer NumbM": 1,:;;.25:;.,.==~__
Figure 13. The "dbresult" web page.
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When user fInish filling Custom Number and correct password, selecting the
Data type and Table type, and clicking "Start search!" icon, the "records" web page will
show up as Figure 14.
Fact Sneets Home
Forage r Texture
Figure 14. The "records" web page
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4.3.3 Web page for report
When user clicks the "Lab#" listed in "records" page, the corresponding report
page will show up. Figure 15 to Figure 17 gives the sample of three types report.
L" LD~a: J15'784
CuRe...: J5
SUiIfIe No: 2138
RepartDm: 1MllI!1999
B.m-.......
- Raquireaumt -
I. 1oIl.8 BeeF/acre
82lbliacreN
7 Ibol""... P20S
NoK20
LocaliDD:
N....:
OIWaIMoI~,-"""",__ .~s-~
PUn/MId SolI '"""""'" • _14QrlcUIhnI Hill.~. 0/( 741J7f!
SOIL, WATER & FORACE ANAl.YTICAll.ABORATORV
GARVIN CTYEXT OFC
RM7
COURIHOUSE
PAULS VALLEY, orc 73075
SOIL TEST REPORT
2138 13 2 5 69 18
~"""""RI~ftlr
- Teot - - laerpntaliull-
pH De£cienI
N'droaen DelicienI
PboopbMus 98 % Sufticicrc
AdequMe
Figure 15. Soil test report
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U60471
~
11415
10f.Ullm
LMLD.No:
CusIC....:
s-opleND:
RepIll1D.te:
EPA~WUu' Liooits
NOI~d
NotRepmd
NotRegWkd
Not Regulated
<10 ppm
<2S0 ppm
<1
30
S_1e R.e.-altl
40
18
SI
2
N_:
LDCfton:
~oIAQrtt;u1/lJn11 ·"*,,,-SlM~
""""and901_· (14//~_. _lOr. 0/( 700"
Analy....
Soicbn (ppm)
CIIciDm (ppm)
M.os-iom (ppm)
P_(ppm)
N"drVe-N(ppm)
CbIoridi: (ppm)
DoN
=~~-. SOIl., WATER & FORACE ANALYTI ll.ABORAJ'On
GARVIN CTY EXT OPC
RM7
COURTHOUSE
PAULS VALLEY, OK 73(115
WATER QUALITY REPORT
Figure 16. Water quality report
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Lab LDoN.: 216SU
CutCod.: 75
SlIDIp1e No: 6028
RopartData: lO/11f19!I9
229 62.44 0.60 0.60 040 124
LOCllDea:
FORAGE ANALYSIS REPORT
6028 21
=~_-tl SOIL, WATER & FORACE ANAl.YT/CAL LABORATORY
WAXJn'IA CrY EXT OFC If......:
U5WMAIN
COlIDBLL, OK 73632
C.mme:au:
Figure 17. Forage analysis report.
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CHAPTER V
Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary
To improve the agricultural extension services at Soil, Water, and Forage
Analytical Laboratory at the Department ofPlant and Soil Science, Oklahoma State
University, the SWFAL web-based database system will be developed. The objective of
this project is to create a set of Oracle tables to store the testing result and a web page
with its associated Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs to upload and retrieve
data into and from the Oracle tables. The SWFAL web-based database system is
implemented by:
• the four Oracle tables on a UNIX server to store testing results;
• a web page for uploading testing results into the database tables;
• a CGI program (upload. pI) for uploading testing results into the database tables and
generating the reports for tested samples;
• a web page for retrieving data from the database tables;
• a CGI program (result. pI) for retrieving data from the database tables.
SWFAL system is a very helpful and advanced database information system.
Since the system is available on WWW, it can be accessed from anywhere regardless of
geographic location, it made the SWFAL lab. Manager uploading file easier and the
users of SWFAL extension service accessing data faster and more convenient, it made
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the reduction of paper use to protect the environment indirectly. The only system that is
required is a client machine with Internet connection and a browser supporting graphics.
These browsers are popularly available at minimal cost or even no cost.
5.2 Future Work
Currently the analysis reports are made for only three types of sample, which are
the soil fertility, water quality, and forage types, the soil texture report is under
development. The whole system needs tested data in boundary, on boundary, and out of
boundary.
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APPENDIX A: List of Acronyms
ANSI: American National Standards Institute
ASCll: American Standard Code Information Interchange
CGI: Common Gateway Interface
DBD: Database Driver
DBI: Database Interface
DDL: Data Defi.nition Language
DML: Data Manipulation Language
DID: Document Type Definition
HTML: Hyper Text Markup Language
ISO: International Standard Organization
OCI: Oracle Call Interface
OraPERL: an extension ofPERL to access Oracle database
PERL: Practical Extraction and Report Language
PLlSQL: Procedural Language extension of SQL
RDBMS: Relational Database Management System
RTF: Rich Text Format
SGML: Standard Generalized Markup Language
SQL: Structured Query Language
SWFAL: Soil, Water, and Forage Analytical Laboratory
WWW: World Wide Web
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APPENDIX B: The maintenance of generating report part in the system
Since "generate report" is the biggest sub function in this program, it is
necessary to give both item explanations and brief structure persodu code ordered by
line number. Hopefulfy, it can make convenience for maintain and modify this
program.
In Unix "silr.agr.okstate.edu" system, follow the path of "/usr/DISK3/suite_cgi
/ TEST_CGIIswfal", there is the program ''upload.pI". Use ''vi upload.pl" to edit
program, ifuse ":set nu", the each line number will be showed up. The explanation of
"generate report" sub function and its brief structure itemize below.
The item explanation
r. Report heads part 230-310
1. Forage analysis report 232- 253
2. Soil test report 255 - 262
3. Soil texture report 264 - 270
4. Water quality report 272-310
II. Get the address and uploading data file, and print the header 312 - 354
1. Get the address
2. Get the uploading data file
3. Print out the header
m. The content of reports
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312 - 324
328 - 329
330 - 354
360 -3062
1. The round up about report items (results)
a. Forage analysis report
b. Soil test report
c. Soil texture report
d. Water quality report
2. The interpretations and requirements part
a. Forage analysis report
b. Water quality report
1) Inigation water (SsTest = 1)
2) Livestock water ($sTest = 2)
3) Household water ($sTest = 3)
360 - 516
379 - 442
443 ~ 472
473 ~485
486 ~ 513
517 ~ 3067
522 ~ 538
539 - 950
545 ~680
681 -720
721 - 832
4) Salinity management ($sTest = 5) and
Comprehensive salinity ($sTest = 6) 833 ~ 950
c. Soil test report 954 ~ 3067
1) Crop name hash table 958 ~ 1065
2) The value ofPh 1068 -1394
3) The value of Nitrogen 1400 ~ 2150
4) The value ofPhosphorus 2157 - 2453
and Potassium 2455 - 2806
5) For crop number = 14, 15, 16,21 2811 - 3005
Get S recommendation
Get Ca recommendation
Get Fe recommendation
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2811 - 2900
2904 -2931
2935 - 2950
2955 - 2975
2979 - 3005
3015 - 3062
Get Zn recommendation
Get B recommendation
6) Check sufficient
The briefstructure
213 sub get_report 0
{
222 foreach $sEachLine(@FileData)
{ # I. Report headers
# ll. Get address for each sample, open uploading file, and print the
header
# ID. Report contents
360 foreach $iItem(@aEachLine)
{ # Round up report items
513 }
522 if ($siTtemNurn = 15)
{ # Forage analysis report
538 }
539 elsif ($iItemNum = 25)
{ # Water quality report
950 }
951 elsif ($iItemNum = 19)
952 { # Soil test report
3067 }
59
3085 } # end offoreach $sEachLine(@FileData)
3088 } # end of sub GetJeport 0
60
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